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This report summarizes the outstanding Saturn Launch Computer Complex (SLCC)
Software problems and anomalies that occurred during the countdown of AS-503. All
problems in this report that are shown as unresolved have been submitted to IBM Program-
ming on Program Trouble Report forms for corrective action on future software deliveries.
Section 11 shows the AS-503 Computer Software Configuration.
Section III contains the Summary of AS-503 Countdown Software Problems,
and Section IV contains the details of the AS-503 Computer Software Problems.
Section V contains the Procedural Workaround.
Section VI contains the Terminal Program Output, and Section VII contains the
Program Events.
Section VIII contains the Cycling Discrete Groups, and the Major Test Problems




AS-503 COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
The tapes lasted below were used for the launch of AS-503.
110A Operating System OS-503-6
Test Program T P-5 03-6
LVDC Flight Tape MT-503C'-4
V V0i ^2.V le LaUncIi ALimU kAt ^L`i- 3 ^J"'•
ATOLL Test Programs AT-503-21)
Measurement Calibrat.on MF-503-2H
-	 Display Description DD-503-6
DEE-6 Operating System ES-503-2E-09
DDP-224 Operating System Phase 4, Rev. F
2-1/2
0115 EST	 N/A	 Bad macro call in CTC! caused Op System
12-20-68	 to print out bad data prior to no instruction





0115 EST	 15 min.	 No instruction alarm occu r ed while running
12-20-68 CTC1. FS09 erroneously clears restart
option address in CTC1 when LVDC sync
error occurs. Work around available: On
FS 09 errors --take terminate option and





AS-503 COUNTDOWN SOFTWARE PROBLEM SUMMARY
The following problems were encountered during the AS -503 countdown.





OPEN PROGRAM PROBLEMS TRANSFERRED TO AS-504
The following is a tabulation of open program problems that were transferred to
AS-504.
Reference Date
WAR (PTR,TPR,CAP) Occurred Current Status
ZE02 IS-V-0052 11-07-68 Unable to terminate ZE02 due to
503-6329 tape failure.
	 CAP transferred to
TPR 1-782C 504-2888.
FT27 503-6566 11-17-68 FT27 issued LDO 50 off erron-
V-00866 eously.	 Problem found to be in
TPR IB-358C FT27 Forced Test End Routine.
This problem will have no major
impact on vehicle testing for	 -
AS-503.	 FT27 is not planned
_ to be run prier to launch of 503.
CAP transferred to 504-2887.
CTC4 503-6472 11-12-68 Invalid out-of-tolerance indica-
V-00869 tions are displayed on rate switch
tests for negative excursions.
This problem will have no major
impact on AS-503 vehicle test-
ing. .	 CAP transferred to 506-
0021.
DMON 503-6575 11-19-68 DMON reading invalid data. 	 IU
V-00870 stage control C word is zero.
Postprocessing shows that DD's
with invalid DDAS addresses
may cause control C words to be
cleared.	 Procedural workaround
will be to allow only valid dis-
play descriptions to be called.
DD's 305, 312, 314, and












If more than 100 measurements
are requested per stage, DMON
will output the following message
continuously: 100 DMON
REQUEST EXCEED FOR STAGE
XXXX. Procedural workaround
will be to monitor DMON address
counter and clear DMON's and/or
DD's which cause the counter to
exceed 100. CAP transferred
to 504-3172.
During power off sequence, the
following message was displayed:
FAILED TO RESET POWER ON
DISCRETE DURING POWER
OFF SEQUENCE. Problem
found to be caused by a hardware
change. No impact to AS-503
launch. PCR is necessary to
correct for subsequent vehicles.





AS-503 COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROBLEMS
The following is a listing of the AS-503 Computer Software Problems.
IVAR PROBLEM RESOLUTION
1. ZE02 Unable to terminate function executor Procedural workaround.
ZE02. The system had to be re-
initialized before support could continue.
2. CTC4 CTC4 printout indicates that the angular Procedural workaround.
rate R4602 is out of tolerance.
3. DMON DMON reading invalid data. Procedural workaround.
4. DMON If more than 100 measurements are Procedural workaround.
requested per stage, DMON will output
the following message continuously:







AS-503 COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROCEDURAL WORKAROUND
This section describes the Procedural Workaround for AS-503.
IVAR	 PROCEDURAL WORKAROUND
1. ZE02	 ^E02 is not currently scheduled for use during CDDT and Launch of
AS-503. However, if ZE02 is required to support on-line post-
processing, it will execute normally unless it encounters a log tape
failure.
ZE02 has recently been used in support of AS-503 under normal
conditions without any problems.
The problem that was reported occurred because a tape had actually
been removed from the system and replaced back on the mobile launcher
computer for postprocessing. It was the unexpected operator inter-
vention that caused the program to malfunction.
®	 2. CT C4	 Angular rate R4602 displayed on the Sanders console is flagged as
out of tolerance. The displayed value agrees with meter reading.
Engineer's judgment is considered a workaround by the control engineer.
3. DMON	 Only valid display descriptions are to be called. DD's 305, 313,
314 and 316 are not to be called.
4. DMON	 The DMON address counter will be monitored to ensure that it does




-	 -- __ The following is a list of the firesl display output by F`t42, AMP3 BE01 and
_ SE02: -
:	 - -FT42	 PREDICTED TIME OF LIFTOFF
12 *s
	
51 Mirt	 00 Sec
- FWAL FIRING AZIMUTH	 - -
- - 072 Deg 07 Min	 30 Sec
ACTUAL LIFTOFF TIME
12 Hs	 51 Alin	 00.656 Sec
- AMP3	 FINAL AMP 3 CONSTANTS
	 = _
_	 AMP= 3 DATA:	 Z-0.007	 X+0.0093 _ Y+0.000
BE01	 FINAL BEO1 OUTPUT =
RPl.	 PCT	 T-0	 PCT	 LOX PRESENT
MASS -	 MAXF	 DENSITY - MAXL	 MAX TEMP.	 DENS.
1359791	 90.82	 50.435	 93,69	 3123229	 59.90	50.435





LOX AUTO LOX MAN.
SIC	 99.76	 99.72 .	 99.85 99.94
SII	 100.13	 100,13	 99.99 99.99
SIVB	 100.12	 100.12	 100.03 100.03
RPI LEVEL-
	





The scheduled and actual countdown times are shovin in Table 8-1. The
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The discrete groups in table 9 -1 were 1ut0mat1cally masked out during the last
nine hours of launch of AS-503. High activity was noted on the indicated cycling
discrete(s) (within the group) at the time the group was masked out. Time was also listed
for the release of discrete greup(s) by the use of the function executor SE93.
















































D iscrete Cycl my
CDT GMT Group/Released Within Group Discrete
0801/49.7 Released All
T-3:43 0807/01.3 31 IODC 7 2232--2255 2255
0807/39.2 Released All
T-3:30 0908/20.2 31 IODC 7 2232--2255 2255
0909/06.2 Released All
T-3:06 0945/10.8 31 IODC 7 2232--2255 2255
0945/54.9 Released All
T-2:45 1006/58.96 31 IODC 7 2232--2255 2255
1007/24.3 Released All
1007/42.5 Released All
T-2:44 1007/51.2 31 IODC 7 2232-2255 2255
1007/59.0 Released All




T-2:42 1009/02.4 31 IODC 7 1232--2255 2255
1014/14.2 Released All
T -2:36 1015/16.2 31 IODC 7 :?232--2255 2255
9-2
X117 4
The discrete groups in table 9-2 were automatically masked out during the
indicated AS-503 tests.




























The discrete groups in table 9-3 were automatically masked out during CDDT--
AS-503.





















The discrete groups in table 9-4 were permanently masked out on AS-503.
Table 9-4. AS-503 Permanent Discrete Groups























Table 9-4, AS-503 Permanent Discre,e Groups (Continued)








AS-503 MAJOR TEST PROBLEMS
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AS-503 Launch Vehicle Automation Engineer
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Thompson, Jr.
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